Products

We bend steel. That’s what we do every
day. We are the largest hanger company
in the United States. But for a company
that makes a living out of bending steel,
we have an unbending attitude when it
comes to how we do it. Good is not
good enough.
At M&B, we produce a full range of
hangers for the dry cleaner and textile
rental operator. Making hangers is not
just our job, it’s our passion. We are a
fourth generation American company
with an unbending passion to be the best
we can be. That means four generations
of pride and commitment are going
into each and every hanger. For four
generations and for generations to come,
we have and will continue to make the
best hanger in America. Our integrity
is something you will always be able to
hang onto.

ULTIMATE
The Ultimate Hanger line is our
premier dry cleaning hanger. It is
the industry standard for handling
professionally finished garments.

After years of working with both
big-city dry cleaners and smalltown cleaner and laundry shops,
we have developed a special line

specifically to meet your needs.
Our distributor network will deliver
the hanger you need when you
need it.

Extreme Ultimate
Shirt Hanger
#14.5 x 20”

Ultimate King
Shirt Hanger
#14.5 x 18”

Ultimate Knit
Shirt Hanger
#13 x 20”

Ultimate Shirt
Hanger
#14.5 x 18”

Ultimate Strut
Hanger
#13 x 18”

Ultimate Caped
Hanger
#13 or #14.5 x 18”

“The ultimate hanger in the industry for
handling professionally finished garments.”
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Colors:

SHIRT
The shirt hanger—the staple hanger
for any dry cleaner and launderer.
It is the best in the industry, and
yet we offer every shape in the

CAPED
size needed for your business.
These hangers are painted with
our proprietary electro-deposition
painting process which allows for

us to provide the same integrity
to our hangers whether they are
painted in our standard gold tone,
white, black or pink.

Ultimate Knit
Shirt Hanger
#13 x 20”

Standard Knit
Shirt Hanger
#14 x 20”

Extreme Ultimate
Shirt Hanger
#14.5 x 20”

Ultimate King
Shirt Hanger
#14.5 x 18”

Colors:

Our caped hangers are machineassembled with our own specialized
equipment. We design and build our
own machines to produce the finest
caped hanger available. We can

Ultimate Caped
Hanger 18”
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Standard Caped
Hanger 16”

M&B PINK HANGERS
Each side of each Pink Caped
Hanger displays words to inspire.
They communicate messages of
Courage, Hope, Persevere and

18” Ultimate
Shirt Hanger
#14.5 x 18”

produce your custom printed hanger. your hanger or design a logo for you. Colors:
Capes may be printed on one or two All we require is your name and any
sides and are available in 12 1/2,
ideas you may have.
13, or 14 1/2 gauges and in 16 and
18 inches. We can put your logo on

20” garment covers
Stock and custom
printing available

Triumph. With the purchase of these
special Pink Caped Hangers, M&B
Hangers will be making a donation to
the American Cancer Society.

18” Economy
Shirt Hanger
#15.3 x 18”
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STRUT
We know a strut hanger is worthless
if it can’t hold the weight of whatever
is hanging on it. Because of this,
we make the industry’s strongest
tubes. M&B struts are produced

and assembled with our own
specialized equipment. Our tubes
are latex-coated so the trousers do
not slip from side to side or fall off
the hanger. Each wire is individually

painted with an environmentally safe, Colors:
water-based paint. The standard
tone is gold; white is available for a
small additional charge.

Ultimate Strut
#13 x 18”

Contour Strut
#14.5 x 16”

Original Strut
#14.5 x 16”

Juvenile Strut
#14.5 x 13”

Single Hook Strut
#13 x 16”

18” Drapery Strut
#10.5 x 18”

Standard Strut
#15 x 16”

“A strut hanger is worthless if it can’t hold the weight of
whatever is hanging on it. Because of this we make the
industry’s strongest tubes.”
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INDUSTRIAL
The textile rental business requires a
variety of hangers, all of which must
run on your systems effortlessly.
We know you expect consistency,
and that is why we custom produce
our equipment and guarantee a

true gauge wire. At M&B we have
developed a proprietary process for
painting our hangers built on a PPGtested, Electro-Deposition painting
process that gives the hanger a
professional look, protects against

rust and corrosion, and ensures a
Colors:
smooth surface for dry cleaning and
industrial laundry equipment.
With multiple North American factories, we can ensure no downtime so
you never run out of hangers.

#12.5 x 16”
Latex

18” Ultimate Shirt
#13 x 18”

#13 x 16”
Long Neck
Latex

Drop Bar
#13 x 17”

#13 x 14.5”
Latex

#13 x 18”
Long Neck

#13 x 13”
Industrial

Single Hook Strut
#13 x 16”

Most of the above are available in standard hook lengths or a long neck hook length.
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SPECIALTY
We understand that your business
has special needs. To accommodate those needs we have custom
designed a specialty line of hangers

with the same level of precision and
integrity as all M&B hangers. We
can offer these hangers because we
design and build our own machines.

Colors:

Ultimate Suit
#13 x 18”

Suit
#13 x 16”

Drapery
#10.5 x 18”

7” Drapery
#11.5 x 7”

Notched
#13 x 16”

Juvenile
#13 x 13”
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MISCELLANEOUS
At M&B, we take pride in being your
trusted partner. That means offering
you more than hangers. Without
shoulder and trouser guards, drapery tubes, and a variety of stands, a
crease-free presentation of clothing

Hanger Rax
5/16”

and linens wouldn’t be possible.
with the same level of precision and
integrity as all M&B hangers. We
can offer these hangers because we
design and build our own machines.

Colors:

E-ZEE-ON Shoulder Guards
Cardboard

7” Drapery Tube
7” Cardboard

Bag Stands
5/16”

18” Drapery Tube
18” Cardboard

Trouser Guards
16” Cardboard
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mbhangers.com
1-800-227-0436

